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Level guard - Level relay conductive sensor ENW-E12
24VAC 2W

Metz
ENW-E12 24VAC 2W
11030810
4250184121251 EAN/GTIN

65,69 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (USA)

Level monitor ENW-E12 24VAC 2W Design of the electrical connection Screw connection, Rated control supply voltage Us at AC 50 Hz 24 ... 24V, Type of voltage for
actuation AC, Number of electrode inputs 3, Min. adjustable ON delay time 0s, Max. permissible ON delay time 0s, Min. adjustable OFF delay time 0s, max. permissible off-
delay time 0s, response sensitivity adjustable, number of contacts as opener 0, number of contacts as closer 0, number of contacts as changer 2, physical measuring principle
conductive, width 22.5mm, height 75mm, depth 100mm, the level monitor is used for level or leakage monitoring of all conductive non-flammable media. The response point
can be set using a proportional potentiometer. As a guard, the device works with an electrode (EO) and the ground connection (EM), e.g. B. for messages of minimum or
maximum, as overflow or dry-running protection for submersible pumps. An additional electrode (EU) is recommended if the surface of the level is unstable. As a two-point
controller, the device controls pumps or valves for the automatic filling or emptying of containers with the electrodes EO, EU and ground connection EM. A container wall that is
conductive to the medium can also be used as a ground connection. When connecting 2 electrodes, the connections B2 and B3 must be bridged! Variants: 230 V AC or 24 V
AC
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